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THE ARID LANDS REVISITED-
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AFTER 
JOHN WESLEY POWELL 
One hundred years ago this spring Major John Wesley Powell 
presented his Report on the Arid Lands of the United States with 
a More Detailed Account of the Lands of Utah to Secretary of the 
Interior Carl Schurz. The report was not so much a careful scientific 
report, but a distillation of Powell's experiences in the arid regions 
and a compilation of his recommendations. The paper "was less a 
report than a program - even, some western congressmen would 
begin to say, a manifesto, a revolution" (Stegner 1962). Stegner 
wrote: 
It would ultimately be recognized as one of the most 
important books ever written about the West, and it was 
understood at once to be loaded with dynamite. Yet it was 
by no means a finished piece of work, and by no means a 
model of the scientific method. The data assembled in its 
chapters were tentative, approximate, sometimes hardly better 
than educated guesses; its final chapter had only the remotest 
connection with the body of the report; and the generalization 
and recommendations of the first two chapters, considering 
the imperfections of the statistical data, went considerably 
beyond the bounds of scientific caution. 
While the document itself may have been lacking in scientific 
perfection, the recommendations were ecologically sound. What 
might the West have been had Congress followed Powell's advice, 
using sound ecological principles in the settlement of western lands? 
They did not. 
Still we may reassess the condition and future of our arid 
lands, and perhaps again have a chance to promote Powell's vision. 
Unfortunately, the data are not yet available to make decisions 
based strictly on scientific fact. As long as our Office of Management 
and Budget refers to the grazing of arid land as a "residual use of 
the lands" we cannot hope to manage these lands with predictable 
scientific certainty. Anyone who manages or discusses them must 
of necessity go "considerably beyond the bounds of scientific caution." 
I am no exception. 
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The condition of our arid lands is not unique. Throughout the 
world, the dry regions are essentially orphaned lands. Although 
I want to concentrate on the arid lands of the western United States, 
I think there are certain characteristics of all arid lands that will 
help understand why our own arid regions have been neglected. 
Characteristics of Arid Lands 
Between one-third and one-half of the earth's surface experiences 
some kind of drought during any given year. The exact amount of 
the earth considered as arid or semi-arid will vary, depending upon 
the particular scholar's definition of aridity. Meigs (1952), using 
climatological indices, calculated that approximately one-third of the 
earth's surface is arid or semi-arid. If biological criteria are applied 
(Perry 1967), then a much greater area of the earth can be con-
sidered arid. These lands vary from true desert (McGinnis 1968) 
to monsoonal tropics. 
For the most part, the dry lands of the world are essentially 
forgotten lands. They are sparsely settled, and in some cases they 
have not yet been continuously occupied. People enter them only 
when drawn by adventure or the promise of economic gain. The oil 
fields of Arabia and North Africa have spawned settlements in the 
deserts. Nickel deposits in Australia have contributed to the develop-
ment of towns and seaports. But for the most part the arid regions 
of the world remain uninhabited, with cities occurring only where 
dictated by mineral, recreational, or other values. 
The vast majority of inhabitants are pastoral people (and their 
animals) living as part of nature and subject to the rigorous ecological 
constraints of the area. 
In the developed and industrialized nations such as Australia, 
the United States, and Argentina, the dry lands have been more 
intensively exploited for animal products. Huge pastoral industries 
developed early in the histories of these countries, · as fortunes were 
made from mining the vegetative resource. In most cases this exploi-
tation and destruction took place shortly after settlement, leaving 
a depleted and degraded environment that will not heal itself 
through normal, secondary succession in a human lifetime. As a 
result, there are few arid regions that have not been occupied 
or exploited by human beings and their animals. Most arid lands 
are in various stages of degradation brought on by past use. 
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Although some say that these arid regions of the world are not 
valuable and should not be rehabilitated because of the cost to 
society, I believe that they have great potential value, and, in fact, 
the cost of ignoring them may turn out to be even greater than the 
cost of rehabilitation. 
In recent years such arid regions as the Sahel and Sudan portions 
of Africa have caused widespread concern because of drought. Huge 
numbers of people suffered hunger and economic loss as their flocks 
and herds deteriorated and died. The industrialized nations of the 
world rushed to aid these dry countries, shipping food and medical 
supplies into the drought-stricken areas. Further examination led 
most scientists to agree that the problem was inevitable. Droughts 
occurred before and will occur again. The basic problem was that 
during the wet cycle the human populations and their animals had 
built up to exceed the carrying capacity of the land. 
Similar droughts have occurred within the past ten years in 
Australia, the U.S.S.R., Brazil, and the United States. In all cases, 
drought aid was requested and, in most cases, given. When the rains 
start, the country begins to heal itself, but with much basic vegetative 
cover lost. In varying degrees desert encroachment sets in. This 
process was the topic of the United Nations Environmental Program 
Desertification Conference held in Nairobi in August 1977. A world 
plan of action was adopted. Numerous research programs and experi-
mental undertakings were suggested. The conference was attended 
by political leaders from arid countries throughout the world, but a 
careful examination shows that these political leaders themselves 
resided in the more humid portions of their countries, were educated 
there, and spent most of their lives in a milder, more humid environ-
ment. They did not understand basic problems and special conditions 
of the arid lands. 
The people who occupy arid lands are different from those in 
the more humid regions of the world. Their environment is harsh, 
with particular constraints on what can and cannot be done. This 
leads to the development of a particular kind of individual and of 
particular kinds of institutions to help him survive. Neither the phy-
sical settings, the people, nor the institutions of arid lands are com-
parable to those of the more humid areas where the decisions for the 
management of arid lands are usually made. 
The climate of the arid regions is characterized by low and 
undependable precipitation. Rainfall is poorly distributed, spatially, 
seasonally, and yearly, causing uneven and often unpredictable levels 
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of biological productivity. Prolonged droughts are common and to 
be expected (Heathcote 1969) . Total amount of dry matter pro-
duced on a given site may vary 300% or more between years 
within the climatic cycle. The sporadic storms may produce adequate 
rainfall for plant growth on a small portion of an area, while another 
location only a few kilometers away may receive no moisture from 
the same storm. Even the moisture that falls may be lost as dry 
winds from the other areas pass over the area receiving moisture. 
Seasonal moisture distribution usually limits growth at some 
time during each year and determines the types of plants and ani-
mals that inhabit a particular area. Two extreme examples are cold 
desert shrub lands controlled by snow melt in the early spring and 
tropical scrub areas where growth is initiated by monsoonal storms 
occurring for only a few months during the year. 
Temperature is also variable. In tropical deserts the variation 
may be mostly diurnal with extremely hot days and rather cool nights. 
In the temperate deserts high diurnal temperatures occur but pro-
ductivity is more often limited by extremes between seasons. In 
northern deserts temperatures of well below 0° C. may occur for 
several days or weeks with summer temperatures approaching 40° C. 
Climatic restrictions in arid regions impose severe biological 
constraints which directly affect man's economy. Production of veg-
etation is low and highly variable. Modifications that have developed 
to allow plants to survive the rigorous climatic conditions are usually 
associated with low production of biomass. Such characteristics as 
dormancy, curling and dropping of the leaves, etc., may allow plants 
to withstand the severe conditions of deserts but make plant ma-
terials inaccessible as forage for grazing animals. 
Those animals preferred in European diets, such as cattle and 
sheep, find the modified stems, leaves, and thorns a major deterrent 
to feeding. Animals such as goats and camels make somewhat better 
use of shrubs of dry areas, but even they may not be as efficient in 
their use of the vegetation as the native animals that feed upon the 
plants. Recent work in East Africa (Gwynne and Bell 1968) shows 
that shrub diet of many wild ungulates is directly related to the 
morphology of the mouth parts of the animals. 
The plants of arid regions have evolved under a system of shift-
ing and nomadic browsing geared to spotty rainfall patterns. Attempts 
to change the pattern of use and to obtain greater yields of animal 
products many times lead to a deterioration of the plant community 
and a loss in the composition of the more stable plants. Heavy con-
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tinuous grazing by one class of domestic animals may lead to the 
disappearance of the more desirable plants from the ecosystem. 
Arid ecosystems are delicately balanced, and, for the most 
part, succession is extremely slow. Once an ecosystem has been 
disturbed or altered it seldom heals itself within the lifetime of a man. 
Artificial revegetation of damaged ecosystems is also difficult because 
of the rigorous climatic and biological constraints of the system. 
Many of the arid regions of the world are in a depleted condition. 
Since they will not soon heal themselves through natural processes, 
massive rehabilitation efforts should be conducted. These efforts 
will be difficult and costly. 
Seldom do people in the more humid climates understand the 
ecological realities of the physical environment or the sociological 
and economic restrictions of arid regions. 
Most arid regions of the world have a low human population 
density. Political power is concentrated in the cities, which derive 
their support from commerce, minerals, recreation, or other sources. 
Public funds, whether for development or for research, have low 
priority. 
The reason for this lack of support lies in the perception of 
priorities by the people living in the high-population areas. For 
instance, the need to rehabilitate rangelands in western New South 
Wales (Australia) may be great, but the people of Sydney are not 
much interested. By the same token, much has been written in the 
past few years about the need to improve the rangelands of the 
western United States. This need is directly related to the economy 
of such communities as Kanab, Utah, and Elko, Nevada, but it must 
also be weighed against the needs of New York City and Washington, 
D. C. Inevitably Kanab and Elko come out low on the priority list. 
The same phenomena operate in many developing countries of the 
world. It is difficult for parliamentarians in Nairobi (Kenya) to put 
high priority on arid land problems of the northeast province. 
When a small country is located entirely within an arid area, 
it may lack the ability to support its own development and find that 
the world community does not care about its development projects. 
In fact, the only time projects within the most arid countries come 
to the attention of the world public is when famine, drought, or 
other catastrophies arise. 
Support facilities and services tend to be inadequate in arid 
regions. Communication between individuals and groups is usually 
difficult or expensive. Transport facilities are poor, or many times 
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lacking entirely, restricting the ability to move produce to market. 
In developed countries such as ours, communication and transport 
may be good but expensive. It costs much more in terms of energy 
or dollars to move produce to market from Tonapah, Nevada, than 
from Ames, Iowa, or from the vegetable-producing areas of New 
Jersey. 
In the developing countries of the world, road transport simply 
may not be available, regardless of cost. 
The isolation of people in arid areas tends to make them self-
sufficient. They are strongly individualistic and tend to act on their 
own initiative rather than collectively. The traditional land use over 
many of the arid areas is nomadic pastoralism. The nomadic 
habit is generally discouraged in developing countries, but the no-
madic sector has been identified as a major force in economic devel-
opment in some arid regions of the world (Konczazki 1967). The 
traditional movement of people and livestock throughout the arid 
regions usually fits the physiology of the plants and general ecology 
of the plant communities (Box 1971) . Therefore, although not 
popular with politicians in many countries, nomadism may be the 
best form of land use for the arid regions. 
Even in developed countries the most efficient use of arid lands 
is usually a sophisticated nomadism, relying on motor transport 
rather than driving of livestock. In the western United States animals 
spend the summer months in the high mountains and the winter 
months in the desert, often moving 300 km or more from summer 
to winter range. They may spend the spring and fall on cultivated 
pastures or foothill ranges throughout the region. 
Social and economic institutions that serve the arid regions of 
the world are usually weak. The combination of low population and 
little political organization usually tends to leave the arid regions 
under-represented in the political process. Therefore, such publicly 
supported institutions as schools, transportation systems, welfare 
systems, etc., do not tend to be as strong as they are in the more 
humid areas. 
Financial institutions - banks, lending agencies, credit unions, 
etc. - are usually not geared to the particular conditions of the arid 
regions. Long-term credit with payback schedules to fit the feast-
and-famine productivity of arid regions usually is not available. 
Research efforts to obtain data necessary for development of the 
arid regions are scattered and poorly funded. Not only are the arid 
regions, of the world in poor condition but both the forces of nature 
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and the political and economic structure of the world seem to be 
operating against them. I maintain that the deteriorated conditions 
of the arid regions today are the result of short-sighted policies set 
by people from the humid areas. Few people understand or care 
about the peculiar conditions of the arid regions. John Wesley 
Powell was an exception. 
Powell's Plan for the Arid West 
Powell's plan for the arid lands was based on the limiting 
ecological constraints he had observed. It called for major reform. 
Some of his suggestions consisted of such bureaucratic changes as 
reforming the corrupt General Land Office, eliminating contract 
surveying, transferring cadastral surveys to the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and consolidating all surveys of the West into one bureau 
under the Department of the Interior. These suggestions alienated 
many, and some claimed that Powell's report was made only to 
strengthen his own political career. 
What Powell really wanted was no less than to reform the West. 
He wanted to change land and water laws to conform with the 
realities of nature. To do so he had to change institutions as well. 
His plan was designed to aid settlement and move the public lands 
into private ownership. The move to create permanently-held public 
lands was to come later from John Muir, Gifford Pinchot, and others. 
Powell was looking at rational ways to settle and populate the arid 
lands. His "willingness to look at what was, rather than what fantasy, 
hope, or private interest said should be" (Stegner 1962) led him to 
develop a plan that to many appeared revolutionary. 
Powell classified the arid lands of the West into irrigable lands, 
timber lands, and pasturage lands. He only considered as arable 
those lands that could be irrigated. He stated "in all such regions the 
amount of irrigable land is dependent on the volume of water carried 
by the streams." (Powell 1878). He calculated that "2.8 percent of 
the lands under consideration can be cultivated utilizing all the 
available streams during the irrigating season." (Powell 1878). 
His estimate proved to be somewhat overoptimistic since only 
slightly more than 2 % of the region's area has ever been irrigated 
at a given time. However, neither has there been a practice of com-
pletely "utilizing all available streams." 
Powell's emphasis on the advantages of irrigation led him to an 
admiration for the Mormon pioneers and their "redemption" of the 
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land. He concluded that land could best be developed with coopera-
tive labor and capital. He stated that "In Utah Territory cooperative 
labor, under ecclesiastical organization, has been very successful." 
Some similar scheme to allow the storage of water, building of canals, 
and formation of irrigation districts appeared to be the solution. 
Powell attached to his report a draft "bill to authorize the 
organization of irrigation districts by homestead settlements upon the 
public lands requiring irrigation for agricultural purposes." His bill 
authorized nine or more persons to form an irrigation district and 
acquire title to land and water that would be developed cooperatively. 
His plan was built around water and that land on which the water 
could be spread. His practical scheme called for the building of the 
irrigation system; followed by a survey to record "the measure of 
every _angle, the length of every line in the boundaries thereof and 
the number of acres in each tract." This practical approach to survey-
ing was a drastic departure from the system of square tracts that 
those in the East understood, but it met the needs of the land. 
Timber Lands 
Although Powell showed a rare insight into the problems of 
irrigation and grazing lands, this insight did not extend to the forests. 
He recognized the need for wood products, but did not seem to view 
the process of wood production as an ecological or agricultural 
problem. 
He mapped the higher elevation areas of the West - those with 
precipitation "somewhere from 20 to 24 inches" as timber regions. 
The areas actually forested he called areas of standing timber. He 
theorized that the entire timber regions could produce timber if fire 
were controlled. His major recommendation for fire control was 
removal of the Indians. It is hard to understand how Powell could be 
so sensitive to the needs of arid lands and so insensitive to the forests 
and the native Americans. His conclusion was that "No limitation 
of the use of the forests need be made." This attitude carried over 
into later years when he would testify in opposition to Gifford Pinchot 
on the establishment of National Forests. 
Pasturage Lands 
The vast majority of the West contained what Powell described 
as pasturage lands. He said: 
The irrigable lands and the timber lands constitute but a 
small fraction of the Arid Region. Between the lowlands on 
one hand and the highlands on the other is found a great 
body of valley, mesa, hill and low mountain lands. To what 
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extent and under what conditions can they be utilized? 
Usually they bear a scanty growth of grass. These grasses 
are nutritious and valuable both for summer and winter 
pasturage (Powell 1878). 
He described the lands in general terms, concluding, "After making 
all the deductions, there yet remain vast areas of valuable pasturage 
land bearing nutritious but scanty grass." 
He made several conclusions from his examination of these 
lands. First, they were valuable only in large quantities; the farm 
unit should never be less than 2,560 acres. Even then, small amounts 
of irrigated land - ca. 20 acres - would be necessary to sustain a 
viable operation. The division of the land should be controlled by 
watershed drainage and give a maximum access to water. He sum-
marized, "As the pasturage lands should have waterfronts and 
irrigable tracts, and as the residencies should be grouped, and as the 
hinds cannot be economically fenced and must be kept in common, 
local communal regulations or cooperation is necessary." 
Powell drafted a "Bill to authorize the organization of pasturage 
districts by homestead settlements on the public lands which are of 
value for pasturage purposes only." In this he incorporated the 
principles of grazing use outlined above. 
His report showed urgency with every line. He saw the holding 
of water and the control of lands as inevitable unless action was 
taken immediately. He wrote: 
. . . so that settlements are scattered thoughout the Arid 
Region; mining towns have sprung up on the flanks of almost 
every great range of mountains, and adjacent valleys have 
been occupied by persons desiring to engage in agriculture. 
. . . Many pasturage farms, or ranches, as they are called 
locally, have been established throughout the country .... 
and the settlers are squatters, and some are not expecting to 
make permanent homes. Many other persons have engaged 
in pasturage enterprises without having made fixed residencies, 
but move about from place to place with their herds. 
Powell's urgency was not shared by Congress and his bill was 
not passed. Landless herds were to continue uncontrolled until the 
passage of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. 
Land Disposal Systems 
A large contributing factor to the poor condition of arid lands 
in the United States has been its poor policy of land disposal. From 
the very beginning, this country had an abundance of land but a 
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shortage of cash. Early land disposal policies were influenced by the 
need for money to operate the government. Many sales laws, enacted 
during the period of 1785 to 1891, were designed for the more humid 
portion of our country, and had little relevance in the settlement 
of the arid West. During the latter part of the nineteenth century the 
need for generating revenue was superseded by the need to encour-
age settlement. 
The first major law giving free land to individuals in the United 
States was the 1862 Homestead Act. This law provided that any 
individual could gain ownership of his land by living on it for five 
years and making certain specified improvements. Tracts of 160 acres 
could be obtained by private individuals, either by living on the land 
for five years or by outright purchase of the land for $1.25 per acre 
after a six-months' residence. This law worked reasonably well for 
the disposition of the highly productive lands of the Midwest; how-
ever, it was pitifully inadequate for the settlement of the arid or 
semi-arid regions of the world. A family simply could not support 
itself on 160 acres. Many attempts were made to settle the semi-arid 
plains. Some of the more favorable areas were settled; others led to 
increased wind erosion and eventual abandonment by the settlers. 
Powell reviewed the. land disposal laws prior to 1878 and 
concluded that they were inadequate. He stated: 
If divisional surveys were extended over the pasturage 
lands, favorable sites at springs and along small streams 
would be rapidly taken under the homestead and preemption 
privileges for the nuclei of pasturage farms. 
Unentered lands contiguous to such pasturage farms 
could be controlled to a greater or less extent by those 
holding the water, and in this manner the pasturage of the 
country would be rendered practical. But the great body of 
the land would remain in the possession of the Government; 
the farmers owning the favorable spots could not obtain 
possession of the adjacent lands by homestead or preemption 
methods, and if such adjacent lands were offered for sale, 
they could not afford to pay the Government price. 
Powell's fears were justified. Congress did not totally reform 
the land disposal laws. Instead they gradually increased the amount 
of land that could be acquired, each time offering a larger but still 
inadequate parcel of land. 
The enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 increased the homestead 
size to 320 acres in nine western states and provided that one-fourth 
of the land should be cultivated. However, as 320 acres were still 
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inadequate to support a family, the Act only led to further expansion 
of settlement into areas where farming was ecologically unsound. 
In 1912 Congress passed the three-year Homestead Act of 1912, 
which shortened the required residence period to three years but 
failed to address itself to the need for increased acreage. 
In 1916 the Stock-raising Homestead Act was passed to encour-
age the settlement of those western lands not suited for cultivation. 
The Act gave stockmen 640 acres, a square mile of land that was 
supposed to be large enough to carry 50 head of cattle. In reality, 
most areas of the West would carry ten head or less per square mile 
on a sustained yield basis. With the size of range homesteads so 
grossly inadequate, less than half of the stock-raising homesteads were 
patented during the first ten years that the Act was in effect (Stoddart, 
Smith and Box 1975). 
Despite Powell's warning, the land laws of our country con-
tributed directly to the deterioration of the arid lands. The amount 
of land that a person could acquire legally was insufficient to support 
a family. The laws encouraged the settlers to convert good range-
lands into poor croplands and to over-stock rangelands. During the 
same period there were no regulations governing use of the public 
domain. Vast, landless livestock herds developed throughout the 
West. The result was severe depletion and erosion of the land, and 
actual starvation among the settlers. It was becoming evident that 
the policies of the federal government to move the public lands into 
private ownership were inadequate. Other movements were afoot 
to establish reserves, or reservations, for various single uses of the 
public lands. Yellowstone National Park was established as a 
national reserve in 1872, and the setting aside of lands for parks 
and monuments continues to the present time. 
The Forest Reserve Act of 1891 established a series of national 
forest reserves separate from the remainder of the public domain. 
Later legislation, the Forest Reserve Act of 1897, provided for the 
administration and development of policies for the management of 
timber, forage, and other multiple uses. The authority to regulate use 
of the national forests waS included in the Organic Act of June 4, 
1897. Regulations for administering these uses, including timber 
production, grazing, etc., were initiated during the early part of the 
twentieth century. During the 1905-to-1930 period, many rules, 
regulations, and procedures were established for the orderly removal 
of timber, forage, wildlife, and other products from these public lands. 
However, most of these public lands were in the high-elevation and 
more humid portions of the arid regions of the West - Powell's 
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timber regions. The truly arid regions remained in the public domain, 
and use on them was not controlled. All other matters dealing with 
the public domain were handled by the General Land Office. During 
the years following its establishment in 1812, it was devoted primarily 
to the disposition of the public domain. Later it was to administer 
the establishment of mineral leases and other land-oriented matters. 
It was not until the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934 that 
other uses on the public domain, such as grazing, came under control. 
Today the Forest Service manages about 25 % of the public 
land, the Bureau of Land Management, about 62% , and the National 
Park Service, 4 % . Other agencies managing the public domain 
include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Department 
of Defense. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has about 4.8 million 
acres of land reserved for specific uses dealing with the protection of 
wildlife habitat. The Department of Defense manages an area about 
equal in size to that of the Fish and Wildlife Service. These are held 
for such things as military bases or bombing ranges and are not part 
of the land generally available to the public. Other agencies, such 
as the Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Mines, Energy Research 
and Development Agency, all have small amounts of land reserved 
for specific purposes. 
In summary, it was the policy of the United States government 
to dispose of its public lands as efficiently and quickly as possible. 
The more humid areas of the United States were either sold or given 
to individuals or companies to promote development. The same 
attempt was made in the arid West. However, the disposition policies 
were not adequate to promote development except in those extremely 
favorable areas with water. The next step was to reserve parts of 
the arid West for specific purposes: national parks, national monu-
ments, defense installations, and wildlife refuges, were established, 
leaving only that more arid, low-producing environment in the public 
domain. The wisdom and advice of John Wesley Powell was largely 
ignored. One hundred years after his report on the arid lands of 
the United States, we find that the potential he saw for the western 
United States has not been achieved. 
The Arid Lands Today 
The cities of Denver, Albuquerque, Salt Lake City, Tucson, 
Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Boise dominate the arid region. They have 
developed into regional trade or retirement centers based primarily 
on mineral wealth or aesthetic attributes. Capital from outside the 
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arid region controls the politics and the future of these metropolitan 
areas. They, in turn, control the destiny of the irrigable lands, the 
timber lands, and the pasturage lands. 
Arable Lands 
Small strips and fingers of arable lands were developed along 
the water courses and foothills where water is available. The estab-
lishment of farms and cities was geared directly to the amount and 
location of the water. Thus, as Powell had predicted, it was water, 
not land, that has determined how the West developed. Even after 
a hundred years, only small portions of the western states are in 
private ownership (Table 1). 
TABLE 1. Percent of land in public ownership in 12 western states 
State Percent 
Alaska 95 
Nevada 86 
Utah 66 
Idaho 64 
Oregon 52 
Wyoming 48 
Arizona 45 
California 44 
Colorado 36 
New Mexico 34 
Montana 30 
Washington 29 
The farmlands of the West, though limited in extent, are produc-
tive. With the growth and development in the science of irrigation, 
water can safely be moved to many areas not accessible in Powell's 
time. However, the irrigable land in Powell's report represents the 
easily accessible bottom and bench lands near the older settlements. 
As the cities prosper and grow, much good land becomes subdivisions 
for homes and industry. Transportation corridors also follow the 
level paths between cities, further encroaching on the irrigable 
acreage. Even where land is not directly threatened, water may be 
appropriated for industrial use, leaving the land useless. The Arid 
Regions' irrigable land today is productive, but it is a shrinking and 
endangered resource. 
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Timber Regions 
The high-elevation lands in America's arid West described by 
Powell as Timber Regions are largely in national forests. They are 
managed under multiple-use objectives and their condition is highly 
variable from district to district. Most of them are more important 
for watersheds and recreation than for the traditional production of 
timber and forage. Much of the easily accessible old-growth timber 
was cut soon after settlement of the West, before the establishment of 
the national forests . Timber was essential for housing and for the 
goods and services needed to support the early settlement. 
Powell's assertion that the use need not be limited proved false. 
Much of the saw timber went into lumber to build growing cities. 
That timber not suited for lumber production found its way into 
firewood, charcoal production, or mine-props for the growing mineral 
industry. Regeneration of the forests in the arid regions is slower 
than in other areas, and today few of the national forests within the 
·true arid lands of the United States can be considered timber-
production forests. 
Most of the forest lands in the arid regions had been heavily 
overgrazed when the national forests were established. The only 
areas with adequate vegetative protection were those areas that were 
poorly watered or inaccessible because of natural protection. With the 
establishment of grazing regulations in 1905, the condition of 
national forest rangelands improved and continued to improve to 
the present time (Box, Dwyer and Wagner 1976). Today they are 
in the best condition since the turn of the century (Box 1977). 
These national forest ranges improved more rapidly than those on 
the other public lands for two reasons. First, the areas are in higher 
elevation with more abundant rainfall and a better potential for 
improvement and, second, grazing was brought under control much 
earlier than on the remainder of public lands. 
Wildlife products from the national forests continue to be high, 
although the species produced have tended to shift throughout the 
years. Early heavy grazing by domestic livestock altered the vegeta-
tion and that habitat from the favorable to elk, antelope, and bighorn 
sheep to browsing animals such as deer, resulting in increased 
deer herds throughout the West. Recently deer herds have decreased 
and herds of elk appear to be increasing (Wagner 1977). 
The high-elevation lands produce not only timber and forage, 
but most of the water necessary for the urban, industrial, and 
agricultural lands throughout the West. Powell well understood the 
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need for water in the development of the West, but he did not stress 
the need for maintenance of watersheds. The failure to limit use 
on the forest lands resulted in disastrous floods and mud flows during 
the early part of the century. 
Forest lands serve as the playground for the people in the cities 
of the West (and also for those from outside the arid regions). 
Hunting, camping, hiking, and skiing not only provide for recreation 
for the people in the immediate area but are important sources of 
revenue as the outdoor recreation possibilities attract people from 
the more humid areas for short periods of time into the arid zone. 
Pasturage Lands 
The lower elevation lands, designated by Powell as Pasturage 
Lands, are mostly in public ownership and are managed by the 
Bureau of Land Management. They, too, are managed for multiple 
uses. 
Most of the timber has long since been removed for charcoal, 
mine props, or other uses. That remaining has little commercial 
value except for fence posts, mine props, Christmas trees, and 
pinon nuts. 
Since the land is in a zone of low precipitation, the watershed 
problems deal not so much with production of water for agriculture 
and industry as with preventing the contamination of the rivers that 
flow through the area. Protection against abnormal silt movement 
or the increase in salt production into the rivers may be more 
important that the production of water from the land. 
The arid grazing lands have great potential for both wildlife and 
recreation. Wildlife population numbers are low, and in many cases 
wildlife habitat has deteriorated (Wagner 1976). 
The potential for recreation in the arid region is great. Vast 
open spaces and scenic sandstone cliffs provide a source of solitude 
that is unmatched in the more humid regions. Accessibility is limited, 
and an outdoor experience in the arid region is a special treat to 
those who experience it. Other forms of recreation include high 
intensity use of limited areas for off-road vehicle races, contests, etc. 
These uses often conflict with those of the recreationist seeking 
isolation and may cause severe erosion or add to the siltation and 
salt problems in the rivers and drainages throughout the West. 
The major economic used in the arid region has always been 
grazing of domestic livestock. The condition of the arid ranges is 
variable, but it is generaIIy agreed that these ranges in total are 
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producing less than half of their potential (Box, Dwyer and Wagner 
1976). 
The rangelands of the arid regions of the United States were 
heavily grazed by livestock prior to the enactment of the Taylor 
Grazing Act in 1934. There was no control in numbers, species of 
animals, or season of use. People simply turned livestock on the 
public domain to graze. As controls on the high-elevation ranges 
developed, livestock were forced onto the remainder of the public 
domain. Large, landless livestock operations used the range without 
any restrictions on their movements, resulting in an almost complete 
exploitative use of every square foot of land. 
The first national assessment of rangelands was done in 1935 
and published as U.S. Senate Document No. 199 in 1936 (Table 2) . 
It is indicated that about 85 % of the public domain was severely 
or extremely depleted. The remaining 15 % was used but not 
seriously depleted. During the period of 1905 to 1935, 93% 
of the public domain had declined in productivity (Table 3). In the 
intervening years between 1935 and 1972, range conditions improved 
(Table 4). The major improvement came primarily in changing 
poor or bad condition range to fair condition. During this same 
period, the numbers of livestock using the public domain decreased 
significantly (Tables 5 and 6). The major decrease came in terms 
of the number of animal unit months of forage consumed by livestock 
on the public ranges. 
Opinions about the current condition of the western ranges vary 
greatly. Some believe that the ranges are in the best condition that 
they have been in this century (Box 1977), while others maintain that 
many of the arid rangelands are still seriously depleted (Wagner 
1977). 
The Bureau of Land Management's own estimates indicate that 
the condition of the arid ranges leaves much to be desired (Tables 
7 and 8). They indicate (BLM 1975) that about 17% of the 
land is in good or excellent condition and about one-third in poor 
or bad condition. The remainder was in fair condition. They pro-
jected future conditions using three management levels: ( 1) the 
current management level, (2) about doubling inputs, and (3) almost 
tripling inputs. It was claimed that at the current management level 
only about 8 million acres would be added to the good condition class 
by the year 2000. With the intermediate management level 21 mil-
lion acres could be added, and at the high management level about 
78 million acres could be brought to good or excellent condition. 
Regardless of the estimate used, all agree that the arid rangelands 
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TABLE 2. Percent depletion of rangelands by ownership in 1935 
(from Senate Document #199, 136, adapted from Box, 
Dwyer and Wagner, 1976) 
Percent by Depletion Class 
Ownership Moderate Material Severe Extreme 
Depletion Depletion Depletion Depletion 
Federal 
National Forests 45.5 40.0 12.0 1.5 
Indian Lands 6.6 35.8 54.0 3.6 
Public Domain 1.5 14.3 47.9 36.3 
Other Federal 2.0 21.2 50.1 26.7 
All Federal 16.1 26.4 38.1 19.4 
State and County 7.1 47.4 37.0 8.7 
Private 11.7 36.9 36.4 15.0 
TABLE 3. Trends in range forage depletion from 1905 to 1935 
(after Senate Document #199, 1936, adapted from 
Box, Dwyer and Wagner, 1976) 
Percent of Land by Trend Class 
Land Control Improved Declined Unchanged 
National Forests 77 5 18 
Indian Lands 10 75 15 
Public Domain 2 93 5 
Other Federal 7 81 12 
State and County 7 88 5 
Private 10 85 5 
TABLE 4. Percentages of all federal land in three condition 
classesa 
1936b 
1966c 
1972d 
Percent by Condition Class 
Good or 
Excellent Fair Poor or Bad 
16 
18 
18 
26 
49 
50 
58 
33 
32 
aAIl data rounded to the nearest percentage point. 
bData adapted from depletion categories in Senate Document 199 (1936) . 
Moderate Depletion was used to present good condition; Material Depletion, 
Fair condition; Severe and Extreme Depletion, poor or bad condition. 
cData adapted from Pacific Consultants (1968) . 
dData from Forest Report No. 19, USDA Forest Service (1972). 
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TABLE 5. 
1947a 
1966b 
1972 
Millions of head of livestock authorized to use federal 
ranges between 1947 and 1972, adapted from Box, 
Dwyer and Wagner (1976) 
USFS BLM 
Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheep 
1.3 4.1 2.2 7.6 
1.4 2.4 3.2 6.9 
1.3 1.7 3.2 5.1 
TOTAL 
Cattle Sheep 
3.1 11.6 
4.6 9.3 
4.5 6.6 
aData from Pacific Consultants (1969) . 
bData from CAST (1974). 
TABLE 6. Animal unit months of forage consumed by livestock 
on USPS and BLM ranges at three time periods, 
adapted from Box, Dwyer and Wagner (1976) 
USFS 
1935a 11,925 
1966b 7,989 
1972c 6,390 
aData from U.S. Senate (1936). 
bData from Pacific Consultants (1969). 
cData from CAST (1974). 
BLM TOTAL 
1,000 AUMs 
21,648 33,573 
13,275 21,264 
11,999 18,389 
TABLE 7. Percentage of land administered by BLM in three con-
condition classes 
1936a 
1961b 
1966b 
1972c 
1975d 
Percent by Condition Class 
Good and 
Excellent Fair Poor or Bad 
1.5 
16.6 
18.9 
17.6 
17.0 
14.3 
53.1 
51.6 
50.0 
50.0 
84.2 
30.3 
29.5 
32.4 
33.0 
aSource: Senate document 199, 75th Congress, 2nd Session. Range con-
dition classes were not reported as such but are inferred from percent deple-
tion figures: moderate depletion = good or excellent; material depletion = fair; 
severe and extreme depletion = poor. 
bSource: Pacific Consultants (1969). 
cSource: Forest Resource Report No. 19 (1972). These figures include 
all federal ranges and are not from the same data base as those reported above. 
dData from USDI Range Condition Report (1975). 
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TABLE 8. Percentage of land in three condition classes in 1966 by 
federal agency* 
Percent by Condition Class 
Good or Excellent Fair Poor 
USDA Forest Service 
Bureau of Land Management 
National Park Service 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Department of Defense 
20 
19 
45 
41 
15 
28 
44 
52 
28 
46 
35 
60 
36 
29 
27 
13 
50 
22 
• Adapted from Pacific Consultants (1968 ). Data are rounded to give rela-
tive percentages in three major classes. 
are producing at much less than their potential. They also agree that 
improvements cannot be expected unless increased inputs in the 
form of money and management are made to the arid rangelands. 
No one who knows and works in the West, whether a member of a 
conservation organization or a rancher's group, seriously believes 
that the arid lands of the West will improve themselves within our 
lifetime without additional management inputs. At this time, how-
ever, the Office of Management and Budget in Washington has 
decided that range use is a residual use of the land and should not 
have priority in the budgeting process. Again, the arid lands of the 
West are being controlled by the views and perspectives of the people 
from the humid East. 
The Future Needs of the Arid West 
The future of the Arid Regions of the West will depend to a 
large extent on the attitudes of those people in the more humid 
regions - they control the political power and the capital that 
ultimately set policy in the West. Most directly these attitudes will 
affect the public lands, but they will also affect private land. 
Privately Owned Land 
Privately owned land is in short supply in the West. Any expan-
sion of population or industry must look to these lands for space. 
Their usefulness depends upon the adjacent, and much more abun-
dant, public lands. Because the welfare of the entire area depends 
directly on the use of the small, privately-owned areas, it is essential 
that planning for public and private lands be coordinated. 
Land use planning is not a popular subject in the West. It is 
viewed as Government's attempt to take private land without due 
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compensation. Attempts to pass federal and state land-use planning 
bills have not been successful. Nevertheless, planning is necessary. 
Powell recognized that the control of water would determine 
use of land in the West. Westerners have long understood the 
necessity to regulate and control water. Land use planning legislation 
should reflect this necessity both at the state and federal level. 
The private landowner should be helped to keep his land in a 
use suitable to society through tax relief or outright subsidies. Special 
financial arrangements can be developed to help the private land-
owner improve depleted arid lands. Examples are the long-term, 
no-interest loans for water development, or the recent Utah legisla-
tion creating a no-interest range-improvement fund. A legislative 
program should be developed to set up financial institutions to serve 
the private lands of arid regions. It should combine Powell's sugges-
tion for cooperative effort with a repayment schedule geared to the 
feast-or-famine reality of arid regions. 
Public Lands 
Recent legislation including the BLM Organic Act and the 
, National Forest Management Act reaffirm that it is the policy of the 
United States to retain its land in public ownership. The arid lands 
are in poor condition, and the ecology is such that they will not repair 
or rebuild themselves quickly. If it is the policy of the people of the 
United States to hold these lands in public ownership, then it follows 
that they should be willing to put funds, time, and effort into rebuild-
ing and repairing these exploited arid lands. 
Experience indicates that funds do not flow from the more 
humid regions to the arid areas unless there are goods or services 
from the arid lands that people in the humid areas want. The future 
of our arid lands during the next hundred years will depend to a large 
extent on what those people on the outside receive from the dry 
regions. If the arid regions are perceived to be important and to 
provide needed goods and services, then perhaps more public atten-
tion will be placed on them. If they are perceived as low-producing 
lands providing goods and services only for those people immediately 
associated with them, then chances are that no public funds will be 
spent. 
I believe that the arid lands of the United States will remain 
in public ownership. Although there are sporadic movements by 
people of the West to place the management of the arid regions in 
state or private hands, I do not believe that it will happen. 
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Management Policy for Arid Lands 
One reform Powell suggested was to change the bureaucratic 
institutions surveying the West. President Carter has appointed a 
special reorganization task force to look for a more efficient way to 
manage the public lands. Bureaucratic infighting and Congressional 
committee jurisdiction have stopped or defused past efforts at reorgan-
izing the land management agencies. There is much merit to consoli-
dating the many land inanagement agencies into a Department of 
Natural Resources as long as certain principles associated with the 
nature of arid lands are observed. 
First, the agency that manages public lands should be directed 
to manage for long-term sustained yield and be protected from short-
term political expediency. Long-term planning - at least through 
two drought cycles - is needed. The Forest and Rangeland Renew-
able Resources Planning Act of 1974 directed the Forest Service to 
make long-term plans, and held them accountable to Congress for 
their implementation. When the land management agencies are 
combined, all should be required to meet RP A procedures and guide-
lines. The National Forest Management Act of 1976 amended the 
RP A to set specific guidelines for long-term planning. These too 
should be made binding on any new combination of agencies. 
The Secretary and head of the land management agency should 
have professional training and experience in arid land management. 
Although this may be viewed as western chauvinism by some, I believe 
'that hindsight and the conditions of the world's arid lands support 
this suggestion. The ecological and social conditions of arid regions 
are unique. It takes a particular kind of understanding to extract 
from arid lands the goods and services that society demands without 
dest(oying them. If John Wesley Powell's recommendations had been 
followed, the Arid Regions could have developed in a more orderly 
fashion and problems of today might have been lessened. Even if the 
Secretary, Assistant Secretary, and agency head were all from arid 
regions, they still might fail to counteract the influence of eastern 
Congressmen. 
This new agency should move quickly to develop an adequate 
data base for mangement. Such fundamental data as range condition 
and trend studies and wildlife population numbers are largerly lacking. 
The estimates for RP A goals come from old data, good field measure-
ments, and outright guesses. No one really knows if the national 
goals can be met until the data are disaggregated and validated. 
An aggressive campaign of collecting management data and an 
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accelerated program of research are needed. To separate the research 
function from management is unwise if not downright disastrous. 
The use of public lands should be planned to optimize the 
many uses and leave future options open. The National Forest 
Management Act of 1976 requires that an interdisciplinary approach 
to planning be developed that meets the requirements of the Multiple 
Use-Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969. These planning regulations should be expanded, 
modified, and applied to all public lands. 
The public lands will be managed for many uses in the future, 
which uses to be determined by the wants and needs of the people 
at a particular time. The time has long passed when lands will be 
managed strictly for a single use. 
Grazing 
The ecological climate and physical environment of the arid lands 
dictate that grazing will continue to be their primary economic use. 
However, grazing of domestic animals will be done in conjunction 
with many other uses, and in some cases the grazing animal may be 
used less as the main source of income than as a manipulating tool. 
For instance, if a particular kind of animal can be used to shift the 
vegetation to better watershed conditions, then grazing will be used 
to promote watershed stability. Current research has indicated that 
domestic livestock can be used to improve wildlife habitat. Grazing 
for short periods of time at one time of the year may actually make 
the forage supply better for wildlife at another time. More and more 
we will see domestic animals used as a management tool. 
The preference of Americans for red meat will continue. As the 
human populations grow, the arable lands will be used for produc-
ing fopd for human consumption. Powell's "pasturage lands" will 
become even more important. 
In order to use the "sparse but nutritious grass," the pastoral 
people - the ranchers - must survive. 
Regulations or new laws must first protect the basic land 
resource, but at the same time stabilize and preserve the ranching 
industry so that future options can be kept open. 
Energy Resources from Arid Lands 
The current energy crisis has focused much interest on the 
arid lands of North America and this interest will increase. Regard-
less of America's energy policy, the arid West will be involved. 
Much of the counry's oil and gas is produced in the western 
United States. With the development of new fields, such as those in 
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the overthrust belt of the Rocky Mountains, the western area will 
continue to be in the center of oil and gas production. 
As the amount of oil and gas declines other sources of fossil fuel 
will come into prominence. The major candidate for supplying our 
country's energy is coal. Powell reported in 1878: 
In many parts of the Arid Region there are extensive 
deposits of coal. These coal fields are inexhaustible by any 
population which the country can support for any length of 
time that human prevision can contemplate. 
About 40% of the U.S. coal supply of 300-400 years occurs in 
the Arid Region. Not only is a large percent of coal in the West, 
but it has a low sulphur content and is more acceptable for meeting 
clean air standards than eastern coal. Much of it is fairly near the 
surface and easy to mine. 
The oil shale reserves of the arid region are enormous. Within 
a three-state area of Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah there are more 
barrels of kerogen than there are of crude oil in the entire Arabian 
peninsula. Four tracts of land have been leased by the federal 
government for prototype oil shale developments. The state of the 
current technology and economics indicates that the extraction of oil 
from shale through the use of an overground retort is not practical 
in the near future. However, several companies are considering the 
use of in-situ processes to extract oil from the rock. If these are 
developed soon, then the shale oil industry may figure strongly in 
America's energy future. 
Much of the uranium in the United States occurs in the arid 
regions of the West. The ore is of low quality and at low prices 
could not be mined. However, current prices of yellow cake now 
exceed $40 per pound, making even the low-grade ore that was not 
minable a few years ago potentially profitable for extraction. Liter-
ally thousands of square miles of the western United States are now 
staked for uranium claims. Depending upon the national policy on 
energy and the price of uranium, these lands could come under 
mining operations. 
Another potential source of energy in the arid lands is geo-
thermal power. Some leases have already been established for 
attempting to tap this source of power. Others are possible. 
The climate of the arid regions makes it a desirable place for 
the location of solar power plants. So, regardless of the alternative 
selected for producing energy in the next few decades, the arid regions 
of the West will be centrally involved. In most cases, the extraction 
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of the energy source will require the disturbance of large amounts 
of the surface; even larger amounts will be disturbed in the trans-
mission and development. 
If the Arid Region produces energy for the rest of the country, 
it is only right that the recipients be responsible for reclaiming the 
disturbed areas and leaving them in a productive state. There is 
currently a federal surface mining law covering coal extraction and 
every western state except Arizona has a surface-mining law (NAS 
1974). These laws need to be made uniform and applicable to 
surface disturbances other than coal. 
The Mining Law of 1872 allows almost uncontrolled entry into 
the public lands for the purpose of mineral extraction. Attempts to 
repeal or amend it have not been successful, but changing it to prevent 
interruption of multiple use management remains a high-priority 
issue for sound public-land management. 
The energy and mineral riches of the arid region can be used 
to generates funds for redressing the excesses of past generations. 
It would clearly be in the public interest to enact a bill for a 
severance tax dedicated to rehabilitating eroded rangeland, cutover 
timber land, abandoned roadways and industrial sites, and other 
exploitative activities of the past. 
Recreation 
America's desire for wilderness recreation and aesthetic resources 
is at the highest level in her history. Many of the best-recognized 
national parks are within the arid zone. The attempt to establish 
power-generating plants such as Kaiparowitz caused concern that 
such plants will deteriorate the quality of the aesthetic beauty of the 
area. The development-versus-preservation conflict has attracted 
nationwide attention to the arid West. 
The number of people who choose to use the arid regions for 
dispersed recreation activities will increase as open space, solitude, 
and the ability to get away from it all become more valuable. As the 
prime recreation areas of humid areas become more crowded, many 
recreationists will opt for isolation and go to those areas less well 
known and less well watered for their outdoor recreation experiences. 
Many recreation activities are compatible with other arid land 
uses and fit well into general multiple-use management. Others are 
not. For instance, the production of electricity from huge coal-
powered generators may be to the benefit of the urban dwellers on the 
West Coast, but the aesthetic beauty of arid parks may be drastically 
diminished. If we are to maintain the scenic beauty of the West and 
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still have electricity too, careful planning and enlightened execution 
of the plans must occur. The statewide study of potential power 
plant sites requested by Governor Matheson of Utah should be 
applauded. The planning process for public lands should work with 
state and local governments to locate "least damage" sites for all 
needed services. 
Wildlife 
The wildlife of the arid regions will continue to be one of its 
prime assets. While pronghorn antelope, desert bighorn, and mule 
deer will continue to be managed as game species, non-game species 
such as prairie dogs, raptors, gila monsters, and desert tortoises are 
part of desert heritage and, as wildlife, will become more important. 
A problem of particular importance in the arid regions is the 
consideration of exotic animals as wildlife. In most of the humid 
regions animals of domestic origin are considered pests. For instance, 
wild hogs in the South and wild goats in Hawaii are eradicated. 
However, wild horses and burros in the West are considered wildlife 
and protected under a special act of Congress. When the Wild Horse 
and Burro Act was passed in 1971, there were only about 12,000 
head of wild equines on the ranges of the West. Today that number 
has increased to about 60,000 head. In many areas ranges are 
seriously over-grazed and the environment degraded. Burros in the 
Death Valley area have all but destroyed the ranges of the native 
bighorn. Wild horse herds in the Rock Springs, Wyoming, area are a 
definite threat to the range of the antelope and, in some cases, elk. 
Legislation is needed to allow private individuals to acquire 
ownership of horses and burros captured on public lands. Repeal of 
the provision that by-products of wild equines cannot be used is also 
needed. Until the laws are changed to allow land managers to use 
modern wild-animal management techniques, the growing horse and 
burro herds will continue to be a cancer on the arid lands. 
Watershed Management 
Water produced in the arid regions is one of its most valuable 
products. The higher elevations should be managed for both quantity 
and quality of water. The lower elevation and desert lands will not 
produce much, if any, excess water. They must be managed, however, 
to protect the quality of water produced in the higher elevations. 
The other uses discussed above, especially energy development, 
should be carefully regulated to prevent the ever-present salts of arid 
lands from concentrating in the streams. 
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Summary 
The arid lands have the ability to produce a unique mix of goods 
and services. However, they are producing far less than their 
potential because of past excesses and mistakes. 
Future uses must be balanced against the low ecological poten-
tial of arid lands. This can best be done by people who have lived 
and worked there and who understand the principles outlined by 
John Wesley Powell. 
Realistically, the future of the arid lands of the western United 
States will be controlled by the people who reside in the cities of the 
West and in the more populated areas of the eastern and western 
United States. Policies are likely to be made primarily on what these 
people perceive the problems to be, rather than on the reality of the 
problems themselves. 
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